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ABSTRACT
Projected growth of aviation depends on fueling where specific needs must be met. Safety is paramount, and along with political, social, environmental and legacy transport systems requirements, alternate aviation fueling becomes an opportunity of enormous proportions. Biofuels—sourced from halophytes, algae, cyanobacteria, and “weeds” using wastelands, waste water, and seawater—have the capacity to be drop-in fuel replacements for petroleum fuels. Biofuel from such sources solves the aviation CO2 emissions issue and do not compete with food or freshwater needs. They are not detrimental to the social or environmental fabric and use the existing fuels infrastructure. Cost and sustainable supply remains the major impediments to alternate fuels. Halophytes are the near-term solution to biomass/biofuels capacity at reasonable costs; they simply involve more farming, at usual farming costs. Biofuels represent a win-win approach, proffering as they do—at least the ones we are studying—massive capacity, climate neutral-to-some sequestration, and ultimately, reasonable costs.

INTRODUCTION
We are dealing with opportunities of enormous proportions driven by conflicts between energy, food and freshwater demands, population growth, and climatic changes.

By 2026 world liquid fuels (Reilley et al., 2007; and Energy Information Administration, 2009a) demand is projected to grow by 20%–25%, implying an increased U.S. demand from over 20 million bbl/day (2007) to 24 million bbl/day. In order to meet that demand with alternative fuels, even if one could grow algae on the open seas fed by continent-sized nutrient streams under the most opportune of conditions and convert it to oils, the equivalent volume demand would require nearly half the Gulf of Mexico,1 0.8 million km2.

By 2026 the world’s jet fuel consumption is also projected to grow from 95 billion gal (2007) to around 221 billion gal (836 million liters) per year (Daggett et al., 2009). Replacing 10% with a renewable jet fuel would be similar in scale to current world-wide liquid biofuels (ethanol and biodiesel) production. The need for replacement fueling and the effects of biofuels on both legacy and future aircraft performance and design has been established in prior publications (Daggett et al., 2006 and 2007; and Hendricks, 2007). These publications clearly illustrate the conflicts between fuel types and the crops and crop land necessary for alternate aircraft fueling. The aviation industry requires specific mobility fuels and cannot replace jet fuel with current renewable fuels (ethanol, biodiesel, or hydrogen electricity). It is therefore pursuing new, large-scale, secure, sustainable biofuels within several “do no harm” restraints including (i) not competing with arable land or freshwater resources needed for food/feed production, (ii) low carbon footprints that do not lead to deforestation, and (iii) not engendering adverse environmental or social impacts.

Two tons of jet fuel generates over 1.6 tons of carbon and over 2½ tons of water when burned. Globally, aviation fuel has been growing at about 4% per year despite a 1% per year improvement in airplane fuel efficiencies. The resulting high-altitude cloud formations and carbon footprint (CO2 emissions) are of increasing concern to the commercial aviation industry, who have set a goal that future growth in the industry should be carbon-neutral. Thus, renewable jet fuels are a critical need for this industry. The Commercial Aviation Alternative Fuels Initiative (CAAFI) and commercial aviation industry have set a goal of certifying a blended renewable jet fuel in the 2009–2010 time frame. To reach this ambitious goal, a program is underway to establish the technical feasibility, environmental sustainability, and eventual commercial viability of renewable biojet fuels. The basic technical feasibility of synthetic paraffinic kerosene (SPK) jet fuels produced from coal or natural gas or of hydrogen-treated renewable jet fuels (HRJ) produced from vegetable oils or similar sources having the same properties as conventional jet fuels has already been proven through several flight demonstrations by the U.S. Air Force, commercial airline partners, and four aircraft engine OEMs (original equipment manufacturers). The next stage is to develop secure scalable, sustainable, and economically viable feedstocks for biojet fuels that satisfy the aircraft industry’s “do no harm” constraints and reduce their reliance on petroleum-based fuels.

1Assumes equivalency between refined barrels of plant oil and petroleum Ami Ben-Amotz algae production: (0.8x1012 m2) (0.02 kg-biomass/m2-day)(3/10 gal/kg)(1/42 bbl/gal)(20% bio-oil/biomass); John Benneman algae estimate: (0.8x1015 m3)(4.2x109 gal bio-oil/ha-yr) (104 ha/m2)(1/365 yr/day)(1/42 bbl/gal).
WHY BIOMASS FUELING

We are a society addicted to hydrocarbons. Our planet is gripped by our addiction to hydrocarbon energy generation sources. “Addiction is a terrible thing. It consumes and controls us, makes us deny important truths and blinds us to the consequences of our actions.” U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon

“We take pride in our clean, green identity as a nation and we are determined to take action to protect it. We appreciate that protecting the climate means behavior change by each and every one of us.” Prime Minister Helen Clark, New Zealand

Both are valid convictions, yet will biomass fueling
- Reduce hydrocarbon addiction?
- Reduce CO₂, NOₓ, etc., nanoparticulate, altitude H₂O clouds, and emissions health and climate hazards?
- Reduce foreign control of our future?
- Require cooperative world-wide investments?
- Require a paradigm shift in source and use of energy?

The consequences of inaction are existential to humanity!!!

Economic growth, testing, and projections of biomass production must address these questions in the face of worldwide issues:

1. Population is expected to grow 40% in 40–50 yr.
2. Aviation is expected to grow at 4%/yr.
3. 95 billion gal jet fuel was used in 2007 with 220 billion gal projected for 2026; replacement or even low-percentage blends requires huge investments and huge biomass production.
4. Projected fuel burn reductions: air traffic management (ATM), 15%; future aircraft, 50%; future engines (intercool, recuperator), 25% (must respect laws of thermodynamics)
5. Legacy aircraft + future ATM + future fleet implies a fleet (2026) with less than 40% fuel burn reduction
6. CO₂ goals
   >80% reduction + no increase in other emissions
7. Aviation ground rules limit fueling options to “do no harm.”
8. Given issues 1–5, goals for 6 and 7 cannot be met.
9. Aviation and fueling industries recognize 8; however, space does not.
10. Given issues 1–9, will aerospace grow, decline, or equilibrate?
11. Alternative fueling requires a paradigm shift in the conception, source, use of energy, AND its funding. It will cost more with reduced dependence on coal/gas/nuclear.

BIOMASS RESOURCES

Today’s world food supply depends on four major crops: rice, corn (maize), wheat, and soybeans, which provide 80% of consumed calories. Gressel (2009) points out that we are “just one crop short of disaster,” with food production also consuming and dependent upon large amounts of freshwater (see Table 1 and Fig. 1) (Gleick, 2009; and Gressel, 2009). Ho and Cummins (2009) cite major issues involving freshwater shortages that threaten world food supply as being more serious than the shortage of fossil fuels, yet “cultivating salt-tolerant crops could solve both problems.”

These realities engender the food or fuel issues and their detriments, benefits, and limitations. Gressel (2008) argues for biomass diversity and that biomass production (e.g., switchgrass) does not defy uptake of essential nutrients such as water and nitrogen (Fig. 1) where freshwater demands are given in Table 1.

Gressel proposes that the food-feed-fuel issue cannot be resolved within the framework of genetics alone, pointing out several problems such as (1) does one develop and use algae or cyanobacteria, (2) how to contain unwanted organisms,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liter (water)/liter (product)</th>
<th>Liter (water)/kg (product)</th>
<th>Liter (water)/kg (product)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bottled water</td>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>Cup of coffee 1120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk (process/cow)</td>
<td>7/1000</td>
<td>Bread 1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass of beer</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Cotton 11 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass of orange juice</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>Hamburger 16 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass of wine</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>Microchip 16 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Roasted coffee 21 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Corn/Maize 1000–1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Soybeans 1100–2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rice 1900–5700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Freshwater demand for selected staple and associated crops, goods, and beverages (Gleick, 2009)

[Range of variability depends on soils, climate, genetics, irrigation, nutrients, etc.]
presented previously (e.g., Hendricks and Bushnell, 2008a; and Hendricks, 2009).

Water along with arid and semi-arid land and agriculture and conservation of arable land and freshwater biodiverse regions along with the development of saline agriculture and aquiculture and domestication of wild halophytes, identifying genes involved in plant salt tolerance and crop improvements through marker-assisted breeding. Gressel (2009) also points out that often co-product values are higher than the oil content, as is often the case for corn and soybean meals.

While freshwater is a renewable resource, and peak-water estimates are inaccurate, peak ecological water results from climatic anthropogenic changes (Gleick, 2009). Many watersheds are running low, as is occurring in the Canadian Rocky Mountains, because of glacier melt and lack of snow mass and intensive Colorado River, Southwestern United States, water demands, of which much is used for crop irrigation. As a result of high demand and low water levels, many aquifers are slowly becoming saline.

Conservation of arable land and freshwater biodiverse regions along with the development of saline agriculture and aquiculture can provide proteins, oils, as well as renewable biomass resources for food, medicines, livestock feed, and fuel. Arguments and justification for use of world sea and brackish water along with arid and semi-arid land and agriculture and human wastes as sustainable fuel and food resources have been presented previously (e.g., Hendricks and Bushnell, 2008a; and Hendricks, 2009).

Adherence to conservation and selective cultivation practices establish “do no harm” ground rules for aviation fueling as our first set of limitations (Daggett et al., 2009; and Hendricks and Bushnell, 2008b):

1. Does not compete with arable land food or feed production
2. Does not require freshwater resources
3. Does not cause deforestation or adverse social or environmental harm
4. Can be scaled to assure secure sustainable sufficient supply
5. Can be competitive with JP-8 or Jet-A
6. Life cycle carbon reduction, >50% fossil CO₂ reduction

**BIOMASS FEEDSTOCK POTENTIAL RESOURCES**

Biomass feedstock sources include halophytes (micro and macro), algae, bacteria, weeds-to-crops, and wastes. Algae are prolific producers and promoted by many as the solution to our energy dilemma. Reviews by the Sustainable Energy Ireland agency found algae could prosper in the lower temperature and sunlight and produce fuels at higher than today’s petroleum market prices (Burton et al., 2009). Prof. Ami Ben-Amotz and Dr. John Benemann serve as resource persons for any individual or corporation further interested in algae production, as dealing with living cultures and sustainability is quite involved. The major issue with algae fueling is cost and much attention is currently given to this issue (Ben-Amotz, 2009; Daggett et al., 2007; Daggett et al., 2009; Hendricks and Bushnell, 2009; and Algal Biomass Organization, 2009).

In an attempt to address economics and biomass production, Hendricks and Bushnell (2009) looked to the nutrient-rich Gulf of Mexico and floating biomass growth scaffolds. Even under the most favorable conditions—for only U.S. domestic commercial use—a 50:50 biojet:Jet-A blend (7 B/gal/yr) requires 22,500 km² (see Hendricks et al., 2010). This is a large area to manage in view of the risks, including storms and invasive species (Dearen, 2009), nearly the size of the Gulf’s 21,000 km² hypoxic zones (Gulf of Mexico, 2009), and biomass cultivation may be feasible as dead zone remediation (Trent et al. in Baltic Sea Solutions and STP Productions, 2009) and fuel feedstock source. However, the objective of the Mississippi River Delta project (Hendricks et al., 2009, Appendix)—where the focus is on prevention and remediation—is to neutralize sources engendering hypoxic zones; perhaps both are feasible. It should also be noted that 63% of petroleum leakage into North American waters comes from natural seepage and 33% from user spills, (Energy Information Administration, 2009b).

Venter’s fourth-generation synthetic fuels (Schill, 2009a) with promises for enhanced productivity due to enhanced percentage oil/biomass, solar spectra absorption, and environmental adaptivity have been given a major investment boost. Modifying marine algae, however, is not that simple; it has not been very successful in the past and may be more difficult to manipulate than higher plants (Ben-Amotz, 2008). Further, the effects of light—both the wavelength and time of exposure—have a demonstrated direct effect on plant communication, reproduction, and biomass growth that requires assessment (Belousov et al., 2007).

Halophytes are salt-water- and brackish-water-tolerant plants (3) transgenic spillage and “going wild” again, and (4) oil content and co-product proteins (feed). Ho and Cummins (2009) discuss some aspects of transgenic crops while favoring domestication of wild halophytes, identifying genes involved in plant salt tolerance and crop improvements through marker-assisted breeding. Gressel (2008) also points out that often co-product values are higher than the oil content, as is often the case for corn and soybean meals.

**BIOMASS FEEDSTOCK POTENTIAL RESOURCES**

Biomass feedstock sources include halophytes (micro and macro), algae, bacteria, weeds-to-crops, and wastes. Algae are prolific producers and promoted by many as the solution to our energy dilemma. Reviews by the Sustainable Energy Ireland agency found algae could prosper in the lower temperature and sunlight and produce fuels at higher than today’s petroleum market prices (Burton et al., 2009). Prof. Ami Ben-Amotz and Dr. John Benemann serve as resource persons for any individual or corporation further interested in algae production, as dealing with living cultures and sustainability is quite involved. The major issue with algae fueling is cost and much attention is currently given to this issue (Ben-Amotz, 2009; Daggett et al., 2007; Daggett et al., 2009; Hendricks and Bushnell, 2009; and Algal Biomass Organization, 2009).

In an attempt to address economics and biomass production, Hendricks and Bushnell (2009) looked to the nutrient-rich Gulf of Mexico and floating biomass growth scaffolds. Even under the most favorable conditions—for only U.S. domestic commercial use—a 50:50 biojet:Jet-A blend (7 B/gal/yr) requires 22,500 km² (see Hendricks et al., 2010). This is a large area to manage in view of the risks, including storms and invasive species (Dearen, 2009), nearly the size of the Gulf’s 21,000 km² hypoxic zones (Gulf of Mexico, 2009), and biomass cultivation may be feasible as dead zone remediation (Trent et al. in Baltic Sea Solutions and STP Productions, 2009) and fuel feedstock source. However, the objective of the Mississippi River Delta project (Hendricks et al., 2009, Appendix)—where the focus is on prevention and remediation—is to neutralize sources engendering hypoxic zones; perhaps both are feasible. It should also be noted that 63% of petroleum leakage into North American waters comes from natural seepage and 33% from user spills, (Energy Information Administration, 2009b).

Venter’s fourth-generation synthetic fuels (Schill, 2009a) with promises for enhanced productivity due to enhanced percentage oil/biomass, solar spectra absorption, and environmental adaptivity have been given a major investment boost. Modifying marine algae, however, is not that simple; it has not been very successful in the past and may be more difficult to manipulate than higher plants (Ben-Amotz, 2008). Further, the effects of light—both the wavelength and time of exposure—have a demonstrated direct effect on plant communication, reproduction, and biomass growth that requires assessment (Belousov et al., 2007).

Halophytes are salt-water- and brackish-water-tolerant plants (3) transgenic spillage and “going wild” again, and (4) oil content and co-product proteins (feed). Ho and Cummins (2009) discuss some aspects of transgenic crops while favoring domestication of wild halophytes, identifying genes involved in plant salt tolerance and crop improvements through marker-assisted breeding. Gressel (2008) also points out that often co-product values are higher than the oil content, as is often the case for corn and soybean meals.

While freshwater is a renewable resource, and peak-water estimates are inaccurate, peak ecological water results from climatic anthropogenic changes (Gleick, 2009). Many watersheds are running low, as is occurring in the Canadian Rocky Mountains, because of glacier melt and lack of snow mass and intensive Colorado River, Southwestern United States, water demands, of which much is used for crop irrigation. As a result of high demand and low water levels, many aquifers are slowly becoming saline.

Conservation of arable land and freshwater biodiverse regions along with the development of saline agriculture and aquiculture can provide proteins, oils, as well as renewable biomass resources for food, medicines, livestock feed, and fuel. Arguments and justification for use of world sea and brackish water along with arid and semi-arid land and agriculture and human wastes as sustainable fuel and food resources have been presented previously (e.g., Hendricks and Bushnell, 2008a; and Hendricks, 2009).
In seeking suitable seed and cellulosic biomass, plant genesis becomes a good indicator of utility. Seashore mallow belongs to the malvaceae family, which includes kenaf, okra, and cotton (Fig. 2). Additional potential markets include fibers, bioplastics, food/feed, and pyrolysis fuels.

Seashore mallow is harvested using conventional equipment. Halophytes can sequester salts at the roots or in the foliage. At the roots, excess saltwater/brackish water is used to flush the soils to provide nutrients and prevent significant salt build up. For foliage, some grasses are considered forage grasses where the ruminant livestock seem to thrive. In other cases, the CaCl or NaCl is secreted as surface nodules and plant (tree) biomass as C sequestration in C trading schemes. The collection and disposal of salts en masse has not yet been addressed other than via dilution. Other uses include high-quality sea salt as common-salt replacement. Seawater irrigation requirements are higher, to control salt build-up at roots—soil texture, drainage, natural rainfall, evapotranspiration dependent.

Table 2 Halophyte water requirements and salt tolerance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Halophyte</th>
<th>Salt tolerance</th>
<th>Water requirements*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seashore Mallow, perennial, (Gallagher, 2009)</td>
<td>salt tolerant to coastal seawater</td>
<td>&lt; 1.5 times glycophyte irrigation (&lt;1500–3000 L/kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salicornia, annual (The Seawater Foundation, 2007)</td>
<td>salt tolerant to 2 times seawater, optimum productivity to 1.3 times seawater</td>
<td>1.35 times glycophyte irrigation (1300–2700 L/kg)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Prevents salt build-up at roots—soil texture, drainage, natural rainfall, evapotranspiration dependent.

CELLULOSIC BIOMASS

Worldwide, 4 billion tons of crop residue are produced with 0.5 billion tons in the United States. Unattended lignocellulosic biomass residuals (e.g., straw, corn stover, and some roadside grasses) have a potentially negative economic and environmental value. Such residuals are of little value as ruminant feed, require fungicide prior to the next crop, bind nutrients while biodegrading, and harbor pathogens if not burned or release CO\textsubscript{2} if they are (Gressel, 2008, p. 195). They appear, however, as candidates for pyrolysis or fermentation fuels. One ton lignocellulosic biomass produces 100 gal ethanol (Lal, 2007). However, Lal (also Washington State University, 2008; United States Department of Agriculture, 2006; and Glassner et al., 1998) points out that crop residues are a commodity essential to the soil. They control erosion, recycle nutrients, and maintain soil structure and tillage, sustaining biomass agronomic yield. Indiscriminant conversion of biomass to energy is wasteful of a commodity essential to soil health. Thus soil carbon can be remediated or produce power, but not both, where removing more than 70% biomass residuals is considered harmful. Lal (2007) suggests proper life cycle analysis, soil residue management, and choosing appropriate warm-season grasses, some perennials and

Pennycress (thlaspi arvense), a weed becoming a crop, claims 2.25 tonnes/ha oil seed with 36% oil/seed with a potential to produce 660 gal-biodiesel/ha on Illinois farmland, which competes with arable land and freshwater resources (Wikipedia, 2009d; and Schill, 2008).

Camelina is a weed-to-crop that can be intercropped (McVay and Lamb, 2007). It looks like wild mustard, can prosper on marginal lands, matures in 85–105 days, has small oil seeds that yield 3.2 tonnes/ha 35%–45% oil and are high in omega-3 with crop residue potential as pyrolysis fuel.
halophytes, which will respond in brackish or sea water in arid regions.

Potentially, the United States could produce 35 billion gal ethanol from crop residues. Producing fuels from lignocellulose is not novel or new as it was practiced prior to and during WWII, but large-scale production of sustainable economically viable renewable lignocellulose fuels becomes the challenge (Regalbuto, 2008; Virent Energy Systems, Inc., 2007; Hsu, 1974; and Graham et al., 1976).

Water hyacinth (eichornia crassipes), a tropical plant that will remediate waste water, was investigated by Dr. Bill C. Wolverton (NASA-Stennis, retired) under the NASA(NSTL) vascular aquatic plant program. Considered a noxious weed, it produces 5–10 kg-biomass/m²-yr (similar to macro-algae), a source of pyrolysis fuels with beneficial water treatment (Wolverton, 2009, 2001, and 1997). Another noxious weed is Kudzu with similar pyrolysis benefits with roots as sources of starch and some edible leaves.

Other plants such as Arundo donax produce 23–50 ton/acre. It tolerates some salinity and brackish waters and also overwhelms native vegetation. Seaweed, a macro-algae, has enormous potential in the Sargasso seas as a cellulose fuel and food source. Honge (Pangamia pinnata), like jatropha, palm, and coconut, are but a few of the trees producing oil-seeds that are processed into biodiesel. Experiments show that Honge tolerate brackish water and need little nitrogen fertilizer, with oil yields similar to palm; Honge and jatropha are both toxic (Wikipedia, 2009e).

PROCESSING

Market oil grades range from unrefined (crude), to refined, bleached, and deodorized (RBD) oils (food grade). RBD-quality oil processes are degumming, neutralization, bleaching, hydrogenation, deodorization, and winterization or crystallizations, but for RB grade degumming and bleaching usually reduces contaminants to acceptable levels.

Tree-plant oils (e.g., palm, coconut, jatropha, olive, etc.) as well as vegetable oils (e.g., soybean, canola, rapeseed, camelina, castor, etc.) algae oils, and animal fats are all analyzed for specific contaminants (Na, P, Ca, N species), which would determine the extent of contaminant removal (clean-up) required. Phospholipids are typical contaminant species removed during degumming as are nitrogen or amino groups found in algae oils. Tar and ash found in biomass-to-oil processes (e.g., low-temperature biomass gasification) are unsuitable for the processors such as that used by UOP, and generally not found in vegetable oil feedstocks. Common vegetable oil fuel feedstocks include palm, rapeseed, soybean, jatropha, castor, and the lesser known halophytes such as salicornia and seashore mallow.

Holmgren et al. (2007) note that RB biomass triglyceride feedstocks contain oxygen, which complicates catalytic processing into biojet fuel. An illustration of seed-oil triglycerides is shown in Fig. 3, “where the glycerol skeleton (on left) has coupled with three fatty acids: palmitic (top chain), oleic acid (middle chain), and α-linolenic acid (bottom chain) where glycerol is on the left side, palmitic acid (top), oleic acid (middle) and α-linolenic acid (bottom).”

Holmgren et al. (2007) makes direct use of existing technologies including blending or co-processing, to produce renewable diesel fuels that are primarily paraffins rather than esters. Such fatty acid methyl esters (FAME) are common in biodiesel.

Hydroprocessing by decaboxylation and hydrodeoxygenation removes oxygen from the three-carbon structure of the triglyceride molecules, yielding green-diesel along with propane that is recovered in the refinery process and waste. The product consists of only paraffins, as all olefinic bonds are saturated, and has no sulfur or aromatics (Holmgren et al., 2007). The oxygen waste is rejected as CO/CO₂ or water, whereas in the FAME process, recovery of methanol and NaOH are necessary, as is the disposal of glycerol. Holmgren et al. compare the two process streams as follows:

\[
\text{FAME} + \text{Glycerol} \rightarrow \text{FAME} + \text{Glycerol} + \text{biodiesel}
\]

\[
\text{100 bbl} \quad 13 \quad \text{bbl} \quad \text{NaOH} \quad 99 \quad \text{bbl} \quad 8 \quad \text{bbl}
\]

Alternate Fuels Processed Barrels

It is instructive to compare fuels obtained from a barrel of unprocessed oil (Fig. 4). For example, one barrel of petroleum oil
produces 3.82 gal of jet fuel, and a barrel of vegetable oil produces 29 gal of jet fuel (HRJ or fully renewable HRJ), and for other transportation fuels, a barrel produces 28.36 gal from petroleum oil and 40 gal from vegetable oil.

The UOP green diesel and HRJ biojet processes are designed for the conversion of triglycerides or free fatty acids, where the raw oil clean-up process conversion loss is less than 5%. Most feedstocks have the same C-chain length (18–22) but differ in number of double bonds and propensity to form free fatty acids. The UOP process can also convert FAME (biodiesel, the fatty acid methyl ester), algae oils, which are similar, and animal fats, which are also very similar (Holmgren, 2009).

**Aviation Fuel Standards**

Jet-A fuel must satisfy ASTM D1655. Fischer-Tropsch (FT)-derived fuels (e.g., from coal (CTL) or natural gas (GTL)) must satisfy ASTM D7566 Aviation Turbine Fuel Containing Synthesized Hydrocarbons (August 4, 2009) (Commercial Aviation Alternative Fuels Initiative, 2009a), a parallel to MIL-DTL-83133F (11 April 2008), regulating 50:50 blends with Jet-A and JP-8, respectively. Biojet (HRJ) has specific requirements beyond those of green diesel in that must satisfy ASTM D7566 with anticipated approval of fuel blends in 2010 (Commercial Aviation Alternative Fuels Initiative, 2009b). One of the first hurdles a potential fuel must pass is the freezing point test (–40 °C commercial, –47 °C military). Other companies (e.g., Syntroleum) can also process seed oils to biojet.

**SPK AND HRJ CARBON SPECTRA**

Although the carbon distributions of synthetic paraffinic kerosene (SPK) and hydrotreated renewable jet (HRJ) fuels differ widely, they qualify under ASTM D7566 specifications as jet fuels. When blended up to 50% with petroleum-based Jet-A or JP8, they provide “drop in” fueling replacements for aircraft. The weight percents for three biojet flight fuels camelina (Japan Airlines), jatropha (Air New Zealand) and jatropha algae (Continental Airlines), shown in Fig. 5, illustrate similar carbon-number distributions. The high isomer:normal-paraffin ratio across the carbon-number distribution also provides vegetable oils with lower freezing points.

**ALTERNATE-FUELED FLIGHT TESTS**

In the late 1800’s the U.S. alternate fuels industry produced quantities of oils (e.g., coal oil) that were replaced by cheap oil. The use of synthetic FT fuels became prominent in Germany during WWII, yet it could not be sustained because of bombings and controlled use of petroleum fuels. In response to sanctions imposed on hydrocarbon fuel imports, South Africa became a world leader in production and use of FT synthetic jet fuels. More recently, the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) took the initiative to test, fly, and certify aircraft for FT-fuel blends to 50% with JP-8 with several commercial airlines flight testing alternate fueling as illustrated in Fig. 6 and in the following list.

As of June 2009, SPK- and RHJ-fueled flights have had no discernable problems, with ASTM (D7566) approval and final approval imminent.

![Fig. 5 Relative weight percent carbon spectra for camelina, jatropha, and jatropha-algae flight fuels blended with Jet-A.](https://example.com/fig5)

![Fig. 6 Alternate-fueled flight testing](https://example.com/fig6)
Recorded alternate-fueled flights include

1. August 8, 2007, USAF B52H Aircraft flight certified
   Fuel blends up to 50% synjet (SPK) with JP-8
   SPK fuel specification MIL-DTL-83133F

2. February 24, 2008, Virgin Atlantic 747-400 40-min biojet fueled flight
   One of four GE CF6-80C2B5F turbofan engines
   London to Amsterdam (320 km) altitude to (7.6 km)
   80% Jet-A; 20% processed coconut oils
   Ground tests to 60JetA:40biojet no discernable problems

3. February 1, 2008, Airbus A380 3-hr GTL fueled flight
   One of four Rolls-Royce Trent 900 engines fueled
   Bristol to Toulouse to assess environmental impact
   GTL (gas-to-liquid) fueling 50% Jet-A; 50% GTL Blend
   Goal regulatory 50:50 blend (2009): 100% GTL (2013)

4. December 30, 2008, Air New Zealand, 747-400 2-hr biojet fueled flight
   One of four Rolls-Royce RB211 engines fueled
   Auckland over Hauraki Gulf
   Fueled 50:50 blend processed-jatropha UOP biojet and Jet-A

5. January 7, 2009, Continental 737-800 1.5 hr biojet fueled flight
   One of two GE CFM56-7B engines fueled
   Flight over Gulf of Mexico
   Fueled 50:50 blended biofuel of (47.5% jatropha + 2.5% algae) UOP biojet + Jet-A
   Pilot reported enhanced fuel economy

6. January 30, 2009 JAL 747-300 1.5 hr biojet flight
   Number 3 P&W JT9D engine fueled
   Flight about Haneda Airport
   Fueled 50:50 blend biojet:Jet-A (feedstocks camelina 84% (sustainable oils), jatropha (Terrasol) <16%, and algae <1% (Sapphire) UOP processed

Organizations contributing to alternate-fueled flight include
the Commercial Aviation Alternate Fuels Initiative (CAAFI) in areas of research, emissions, business, and Regulations; and the Transportation Research Board (TRB) in areas of road, rail, air, marine, and transit.

For more details see Hendricks (2009).

GENERAL AVIATION (GA) AND UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES (UAV)

GA is seeking environmentally friendly carbon-neutral biomass fueling (biofuels) as future fueling replacement for aviation gas (Avgas).

The U.S. piston fleet represents 71.4% of GA aircraft, a total of 165,189 aircraft, which represents a significant number of planes and pilots that need assistance in transitioning from Avgas to biomass fueling. The Café Foundation (2009) was established to enable alternate-fueled general aviation flight based on environmentally sound principles with a carbon neutral/negative footprint.

One of NASA’s general aviation (GA) engine programs, originating in the mid-90s, is summarized in a work presented at Oshkosh (Burkhart, 2001).

Early aviators used gasoline (80/87 octane ratings. Fuels developed in the 1950s and 60s for GA use were a blend of naphtha alkylate (mixture of isoctanes and some reformate), which along with tetra-ethyl-lead (TEL = 1.12g/L), enabled 100/130 octane ratings for lean/rich engine fueling mixtures (e.g., cruise and take off). These fuels for the most part have been replaced by 100LL (low lead TEL= 0.56g/L (Fig. 7) (EPI Inc., 2008). Avgas will be the C8, as it is predominantly alkylate (made from two C4 compounds) The JP-8 spectra will pick up where the Avgas leaves off with little overlap. The volatility is typically controlled by blending in isopentane so there will be C5 present as well (AVweb Editorial Staff, 2008).

While the FAA is already funding efforts to develop and certify alternate-fuel drop-in replacements for Jet-A (JP-8), supplier Exxon considers Jet-A unsuitable for diesel piston engines citing, among others, freezing point concerns as commercial jets fly fast enough for friction to heat wing tanks, but others like Diamond Aircraft disagree (ExxonMobile Aviation, 2008).

Potential biofuel replacement feedstocks for Avgas include halophytes, algae, bacteria, “weeds-to-crops,” and wastes. However, nearly all feedstock oils can be UOP-processed to biojet fuel; that is, nearly feedstock independent (Holmgren et al., 2007) and with demand, the process could be modified to produce bio-Avgas for both civil and military (Fig. 8) GA applications.
INFRASTRUCTURE
Postprocessing fueling distribution infrastructure includes pipeline, storage, airport, and aircraft fueling systems. Most of these systems exist and are applicable or adaptable to a variety of processed biofuel feedstocks. Even though the processes, such as UOP’s, have a wide range of applicability, it is difficult to predict future feedstocks. Further, process-plant and fueling infrastructure life needs to exceed 20 years, requiring long fabrication-to-operation lead times with price stability and support.

ECONOMICS
Currently, the biomass industry is dealing with highly volatile regulations (Global Subsidies Initiative, 2009; Green Car Congress, 2009; and Schill, 2009b), life cycle analysis, and costing issues (Daggett et al., 2009; Schill, 2009b; and Daggett, 2009). Most biomass to oil startups advertise costs at or just above the DARPA targets of $1—$2/gal (DARPA, 2007), which is half of the Daggett et al. (2009) optimistic projection for algae oils and at least order of magnitude less than common market algae oils. Even established markets for crops such as palm and soybeans struggle to survive fuel cost and political barriers. Until biomass oils enjoy similar support and subsidies as petroleum, including costs of security and defense, they simply cannot compete with drilled petroleum production at less than $2/bbl. Price stabilization could enable investor assessment of risk, projected value, and return on investment.

World aviation conversion to biojet fueling in today’s transportation market becomes marginal unless vegetable oils, which in today’s market trade at a higher price than petroleum on a per barrel basis, become cost effective, secure, sustainable, and of sufficient supply. Biofueling is high risk, high payoff, and existential to survival.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Producing transportation fuels that can be blended with petroleum that meet political, social, environmental, and legacy transport systems requirements becomes an opportunity of enormous proportions.

Aviation fueling is particularly important as safety is a paramount issue, and very specific fueling needs and requirements must be met. To date, specifications for synthetic paraffinic hydrocarbon fuels (SPK) primarily from coal (CTL) or gas (GTL) and hydrogenfueled renewable jet fuels (HRJ) have been established for MIL- and ASTM-approved SPK and biojet blended fuels with demonstrated flight performance to 50:50 blends. Sources of coal and gas are well established. Now begins the difficult task of determining what the fueling feedstock sources and resources are and how biomass such as halophytes, algae (micro and macro), bacteria, weeds-to-crops, and wastes can meet aviation fueling needs.

The aviation industry, which consumes 85 to 95 billion gal “fossil” fuel (2006), growing 4 percent per year worldwide with a projected demand of 221 billion gal (2026), is actively seeking alternate-fuel replacements. Concurrent demands to increase fuel availability and reduce fuel consumption and emissions can be met with biomass-derived fuels:

1. Biofuels—if sourced from halophytes, algae, cyanobacteria, and “weeds” (e.g., jatropha, castor, and camelina) that use wastelands, waste water, and seawater—have the capacity to be drop-in fuel replacement for petroleum fuels. However, increased biomass productivity from various sources all require water and nutrients.

2. Biojet fuel from such sources SOLVES the aviation CO2 emissions issue without the downsides of “conventional” biofuels, such as competing with food and freshwater resources. These fuel feedstocks are also restrained by self-imposed restraints to not compete with food or feed crops, freshwater needs, or the social fabric, nor are they detrimental to the environment.

3. Most of the existing fuel infrastructures are applicable to biofuels, which include pipelines and airport and aircraft fueling systems, yet they will require new processing facilities with long fabrication-to-operation lead times with price stability and support.

4. Biojet fuel blends to 50:50 with Jet-A have been flight tested with no discernable problems. An ASTM specification has been approved. SPK blended to 50:50 has also received approval, with most military aircraft certified to fly on these fuels. While there are significant variations in the carbon distribution of the various SPK and biojet fuels produced from various feedstocks, the MIL or ASTM fueling requirements are still fully satisfied.

5. Traditional biofuels (corn, soybeans, and palm), which rely on freshwater and arable land, essentially lack the capacity and solutions provided by nontraditional feedstocks such as halophytes, algae, cyanobacteria, and “weeds” that use waste lands, waste water, or saline water and have an immense capacity potential. The use of cellulosic waste residues—whether crop, forestry, or other—require a form of pyrolysis or fermentation in order to be further processed to satisfy jet fuel requirements. Disagreements persist relative to residue removal in terms of pathogens and use of soil fumigants as well as soil carbon requirements, which require resolution.

6. A barrel of petroleum produces about 28 gal general transportation fuels and 3.8 gal jet fuel of a total of 44.6 gal/bbl. Currently a barrel of processed biomass oil provides 29 gal green jet and 13 gal of naphtha that can be further processed to fuels. A similar process converts a barrel of biomass oil to 40 gal green diesel. In discussing replacement of petroleum, the oil feedstock and most importantly the processing must be taken into account.

7. General aviation requirements differ in that piston engine type aircraft require different fueling. Still, the processed biofuel stream could be diverted to a secondary processing stream to meet those specifications for both high-octane fuels and diesel, resulting in drop-in replacements for low-lead aviation gas.

8. Cost is the major issue of biomass fueling, or for that matter alternate fueling in general. Algae has a major cost problem. However, halophytes simply involve more farming, at (acceptable) the usual farming costs (similar to cellulosic). Therefore, halophytes are the near-term solution to biomass/biofuels capacity at reasonable costs and without use of freshwater or arable land. Much effort in research, development, and investments into nontraditional crops is required to enable the same levels of support that traditional biomass agricultural enjoys.

9. Biomass fuels must utilize, recycle, and sequester existing and exhausted atmospheric carbon (CO2 and emissions in general) along with soils remediation if they are to be truly “green” and useful in combating climate change to the extent possible.

10. Renewable energy approaches, each of which can replace all of the “fossil” fuel demands, are drilled geothermal, solar photovoltaic, solar thermal, and biomass sourced from halophytes, algae, cyanobacteria, or “weeds” on wastelands using waste or salt water. Wind and wastes are secondary sources of energy with energy from wastes based on pyrolysis or fermentation processes. Biofuels represent a win-win approach,
proffering as they do—at least the ones we are studying—massive capacity, climate neutrality to perhaps even carbon negativity through sequestration, and ultimately reasonable costs.
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